BART does not tolerate gender-based violence or sexual harassment on BART. **Need help?**

**Call BART Police:** 510.464.7000

**Text BART Police:** 510.200.0992

Use the free **BART Watch app** to send a private message to police dispatch. An anonymous feature is available.

**Tell the train operator:** use the intercom button located in all cars

Intercoms can be found near each door area on new cars and at car ends in older cars.

If on a train, **note the car number**

Car numbers can be found inside cars above doors at ends of cars, or outside near end of cars.

**Use the white phones or intercoms inside all stations** to reach an employee 24/7

Be prepared to give a description of the suspect and if they have a weapon. **Wait near the agent booth until help arrives.**

There are also community organizations, who provide immediate services for gender-based violence and sexual harassment:

- Bay Area Women Against Rape **510.845.7273**
- National Domestic Violence Hotline **800.799.7233**

**WWW.BART.GOV/NOTONEMOREGIRL**

#NotOneMoreGirl is a community driven initiative centering girls and gender expansive youth to reimagine safety for BART riders.